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Squamous Cell Carcinomas in 
Cats 
 

Squamous cell carcinomas are a common tumour of the nose, ear and mouth 
of cats. They are often associated with sun exposure, especially in older cats 
with white ears and pink noses. Early lesions often present as dark coloured 
crusty or scabby lesions on the ear margins or nose. These tend to bleed 
easily if traumatised and can develop into erosive lesions that eat away at the 
tissue. As well as being locally invasive, tumour cells can sometimes spread to 
other tissues in the body. Squamous cell carcinomas occur in dogs as well as 
cats, although they are more likely to occur in the toe, mouth and throat. 
 
Small initial scabby lesions of the 
ears and nose can sometimes be 

partially removed with liquid nitrogen. If the lesions are deep or 
extensive then the tissue may need to be removed surgically, 
although this is not always possible with very extensive lesions. 
Limiting sun exposure can help to reduce the risk of the 
development of squamous cell carcinomas in light coated cats. 
Make sure your cat has somewhere to hide out of the direct 
sunlight in the middle of the day during summer. There are 
animal sunscreen creams that can be applied on a daily basis to 
the ears and noses of light-coated cats, some of which have a 
bitter ingredient that will discourage your cat from licking it off. 
 

Easy Home Modifications for Painful Pets 
Pets experiencing pain may need adaptations in their environment. Depending on the reason for your pet’s 
pain, it may help to make changes in their environment to make your home more comfortable for them.  
Consider these changes to ease their way: 
 

 Consider carrying small dogs up and down stairs. 

 Block stairways as necessary 

 Use area rugs to protect pets from slipping and sliding on hard wooden floors or tiles. 

 Raise food and water dishes so the pet doesn’t need to reach down to eat or drink. This can be done 
with speciality dishes or by simply placing a crate underneath existing dishes to reach the desired 
height. 

 Modify your living space to spend time with your pet.  For example, if you usually watch tv 
downstairs but it’s too difficult for your pet to manage the steps, consider carrying your pet or 
choosing a different room for family time to enjoy time with your furry family member. 

 Put their conveniences at their level. As cats grow older, you may need to place food rather than a 
counter. If this poses a problem for other pets,  such as dogs that like to graze in the cat’s food, 
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consider baby gates, cat doors, and other modifications to provide a safe spot for the cat to take 
care of business. 

 Use ramps as necessary. These can be convenient for pets that need help to get in and out of the car 
or to climb up on acceptable furniture, such as a couch or bed, depending on your preference. 
 

Source: Sharon DeNayer, The Downing Centre for Pain Management, Windsor, Colo. 
 

Preparing Your Pet for A New Baby 
 
Unfortunately, children are the most common bite victims in the United States. They often are bitten by 
dogs that they know. With proper preparation and adequate supervision, you can keep your child safe and 
help your pet accept your baby. Remember that even the most tolerant pets should never be left 

unsupervised with babies or young children.  
 
Aggression/anxiety: 
 
If your pet has shown aggression (e.g., growling, lunging, biting, nipping, snapping, snarling) toward a 
person...  

 Seek help from your veterinarian immediately—well before you have your baby. If your pet has 
shown aggression regardless of how mild, he is at risk of biting your baby. 

If your pet is fearful of people: 

 Seek help from your veterinarian immediately, well before your baby comes. 

 Do not assume that your pet will simply welcome your baby and love her as you do. Well before the 
baby comes... 

 Confine your dog out of the baby’s room. 

 Set up the baby’s room. 

 Install baby gates in the areas of the house where you plan to limit your dog’s freedom. 

 Train your dog to walk with the stroller. 

 Set up the baby’s furniture, (e.g., swings, cribs, bassinets). 

 Practice carrying a crying baby doll in a baby sling. 

 Practice obedience exercises with food rewards or play ball with your pet while wearing your new 
baby gear. 

 Purchase a CD of baby sounds (e.g., Preparing Fido) and play it at very slowly increasing volumes 
while you play with your dog. 

 Make any schedule or care changes. 

While you are at the hospital: 

 Send home an item of the baby’s clothes for your pet to smell. 

 Consider boarding your pets at the veterinary hospital until you come home and are settled. 

When you come home: 

 Let someone else hold the baby so that you can 
greet your pet. He will have missed you and will 
be excited to see you. 

 

 



What to do about Hairballs! 

If you have a cat, chances are you’ve most likely dealt 
with hairballs. Cats spend 30% of their time grooming 
and swallow up to two thirds of the hair they shed 
while they groom. This can lead to hairballs in the 
digestive tract and can also cause more serious 
concerns such as gastrointestinal blockages. Most cats 
will produce hairballs at some point in their lives but 
keep an eye on them to make sure it doesn’t happen 
all the time. Cats that are throwing up hairballs all the 
time may be experiencing something more serious. 

What are hairballs? 
Hairballs are caused by your cat grooming and swallowing hair. A cat’s digestive system can normally cope 
with this hair. However, sometimes their body can’t cope with the hair and it accumulates in the stomach 
until it is vomited out. The vomit will usually contain hair and sometimes semi-digested food, and will be 
tubular in shape as it comes up through the oesophagus. 
 

What causes hairballs? 
A cat’s digestive system is designed to be able to handle hair, so if your cat is bringing up hairballs frequently, 
it may be a sign of another problem. Most commonly, increased grooming due to skin irritation, stress and 
anxiety and seasonal changes cause hairballs. 
 

Helping prevent hairballs 
Regular grooming of your pet is the easiest way to prevent hairballs, because it removes the excess hair from 
your cat before they can swallow it. Longer haired cats such as Persians and Maine Coons are much more 
prone to hairballs so combing them regularly, even daily, can significantly reduce the risk of your cat 
swallowing hair. 
Other preventative steps you can take include feeding them cat food designed to maintain digestive health. 
These diets include a high volume of fibre to help keep the gastrointestinal tract moving normally. Hairball 
control foods also help bind hair together in the stomach and stimulate the intestine so the hair is helped to 
travel through the digestive system. 
 

When to talk to your vet? 
While many felines experience hairballs, it should not be a common occurrence. If your cat is regurgitating 
frequently, with or without hair, something more serious may be going on. If you are concerned about the 
number of hairballs your cat is producing it is worth making an appointment with your local vet. 

If you are noticing your cat has a loss of appetite, 
fatigued or has repeated episodes of retching 
without anything coming up, a hairball may have 
created an internal blockage.  If your vet discovers a 
blockage, surgery may be necessary. However, this 
is very rarely the case. If your cat has problems with 
hairballs, your vet will most likely recommend a 
combination of behaviour and diet change. 

 

 



Is Your Cat Urinating on Your Bed?  

5 tips to get your cat back in the box.  
Lisa Radosta, DVM, DACVB (Florida Veterinary Behaviour Service) 

 

 
1.Supersize it! 
Compare the relative size of your bathroom to your 
cat's bathroom. A standard litterbox for the average 
sized cat is equivalent to a bathroom the size of a 
closet for you!  
 

2.  Make it convenient!   

Put your cat's box in areas where she can easily get to it. If your dog is blocking the 
litterbox or snacking each day in it, your cat is going to find a more convenient place to 
go to the bathroom--like your bed! 
 
3. Give her what she wants! 

Don't buy whichever litter is on sale, if your cat likes a certain brand, stick with it and 
don't ever change!  
 

4. Clean up! 

Scoop your cat's box at least daily. That's right, a minimum 
of daily. How often do you flush? If your litterbox looks like this, get to work! 
 
 
5. Let it breathe! 

Most cats like uncovered boxes. We like them because they 
keep the smell in, but most cats don't like them for the same 
reason! 

 

Flea Treatment Special 

 

25% OFF 3 and 6 packs of 
Frontline! 

Only while stocks last! 

Plus go in the draw to win 
1 of 3 amazing prizes! 
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What to do if your Dog or Cat has Diarrhoea? 
Source Royal Canin.com 

Most pet owners will probably experience their pet having diarrhoea at some 
stage. It is important to know what to expect and what you need to do when 
it happens, especially for those who have puppies and kittens. Treating dog or 
cat diarrhoea is often as simple as adjusting your pet’s diet. Sometimes, 
however, it can be a warning sign of a more serious ailment that requires greater intervention. 

What is diarrhoea? 
Diarrhoea is characterised by frequent loose bowel movements with a watery consistency. It can be 
immediate and last less than 24 hours.  However, chronic cases possibly caused by infection or other 
diseases may last for weeks or recur intermittently month after month. 

 
Causes 
There are many reasons why your pet may suddenly develop diarrhoea, ranging from change in lifestyle to 
serious infection. Often the cause is due to diet changes and most likely, something vets call “dietary 
indiscretion” - when your pet eats something they shouldn’t. Another common cause linked to diet is pet 
food allergies, with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) causing side effects 
such as intermittent diarrhoea. 

Stress-induced diarrhoea is also a common cause of runny poo and occurs when the GI tract no longer 
pushes food through the intestines in a regular fashion. More serious, but less likely causes include viral and 
bacterial infections in the GI tract, parasites that may cause upset tummies and loose stools, and causes such 
as pancreatitis and feline hyperthyroidism, which is a common disorder in older cats. 

 Symptoms 
If you are concerned your pet has diarrhoea, check the symptoms. Loose, 
runny stools and level of frequency and urgency are the classic signs. However 
sometimes other symptoms can include: fever, loss of appetite, dehydration, 
fatigue and weakness. If your dog or cat is an indoor pet, you’re obviously 
more likely to spot the signs early – they can be hard to miss. However, 
outdoor pets can be trickier to diagnose, so be sure to keep an eye on your 
pet’s bowel movements when possible. 

Sometimes, it’s just too hard to keep up with an outdoor pet – especially a cat. In cases like that, you may 
notice telltale signs of staining of the fur around their rear or even soft faeces stuck under their tail. If 
diarrhoea is severe, even outdoor pets may start having accidents around the home. 

If your pet is exhibiting symptoms of diarrhoea but their behaviour is relatively normal, it is recommended to 
withhold food for 12 hours, but make sure they continue to drink water. If symptoms persist for more than a 
day, or your animal’s diarrhoea is observed with dark coloured or bloody stools, vomiting or unexplained 
weight loss, it can be an indication of more serious problems and you should contact your vet immediately. 

Preventing diarrhoea in pets 
Preventing diarrhoea can be a hard task especially for young puppies and kittens. Younger pets tend to be 
inquisitive about their environments and explore with their mouths, so chances are digesting grass, sticks, 
dirt and other things will happen. It is always a good idea to keep a close eye on young pets and keep small 
objects likely to be swallowed out of reach to stop this happening. If you are changing the food you feed 
your pet, you should do it gradually over the course of seven days. Abrupt dietary changes can cause 
stomach upsets and lead to a bout of diarrhoea. 

If you do need to talk to your vet about treating your pet for diarrhoea, ask them about dietary options. 
Most of the time, the primary cause is diet and treating the cause can be as simple as feeding them better 
food.  



Why does my dog eat grass?  

Source www.blackmores.com/au 

 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but there 
really isn't a 'one size fits all' answer for this 
curious habit. And you shouldn't be alarmed 
either way. Past surveys have reported over 
80% of pet owners observe their dogs eating 
grass. This is a very common past time for our 
dogs. 
 
Which brings us back to the original question. 
Why do dogs eat grass?  
 
The answer is multi-factorial. Some dogs do it because they simply like the taste! Have you ever chewed on 
grass when you were younger? It’s not entirely unpleasant, or maybe that’s just me.  
 
Another common reason why dogs chew grass is simply due to boredom. They are out in the yard, and have 
exhausted all other avenues of stimulation, and simply decide to chew on grass to pass the time.  
 
Further suggestions have been made that dogs will chew on grass to increase the fibre content of their diet, 
or to fill a nutritional need or imbalance. Whilst this may be a possibility, it’s much more likely to be a 
reflection of taste, boredom or habit. 
 
The last reason that people commonly use to explain this odd behaviour, is that dogs chew grass to induce 
vomiting, particularly in circumstances where they feel nauseous or have an upset stomach.  
 
As much as I would love to believe dogs have the mental acuity to self-medicate, what is actually more likely 
is that they’ve eaten grass and then ended up vomiting, rather than deliberately eating grass just to vomit. 
The good news is grass induces vomiting in less than 20% of cases, which means you probably don’t have 
that much of a mess of clean up most of the time. 

Should I be worried? 

As mentioned above, there are a number of very innocent reasons why dogs eat grass, and for this reason 
alone, you really shouldn’t be overly concerned. To rule out any nutritional deficiencies, it may be worth 
moving your dog to a high-fibre premium dog food.  
 
If you suspect boredom may be playing a role, try to alleviate your pet’s boredom by introducing lots of toys, 
play, socialisation and exercise. 

Should I try to stop the habit? 
It shouldn't be a big issue if your dog continues to chew grass on an infrequent basis, however if he/she 
becomes quite obsessive about it, there is a small chance they could develop dental disease and osephageal 
irritation (from gastro-intestinal reflux).  
 
Additionally, there may be circumstances where your pooch chews on a toxic plant, or grass that has been 
treated with herbicides or pesticides. So where possible, it’s probably a good idea to rein in the habit. You 
can find more information about toxic plants here http://www.petpoisonhelpline.com/poisons/ 
 
Hopefully this alleviates some of your concerns about dogs chewing grass. And always remember if you need 
more information, your local vet is just around the corner. 

http://www.blackmores.com/au
http://www.petpoisonhelpline.com/poisons/


 


